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 today you will be completing an inclass assignment...

  done individually but can use your notes/text.

 when finished, pass in to the folder up front.

 begin working on the following questions from the text...

HOMEWORK:  p. 104 #1 & 2

                          p. 106 #1  5

NOTE:  Give period 5 this to do over the weekend since they 

             are missing tomorrow's class for BBall game...
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Assignment - Logical Reasoning   Name:  ___________________ 


Foundations of Math 11          November 2017 


 


INSTRUCTIONS… 


Answer each of the following problems in the space provided.  You  MUST clearly show your 


reasoning along with ALL of your work in solving the problem!   


 


PROBLEM #1: MVHS Tricks OR Treats 


This Halloween five MVHS teachers went out TRICK or TREATING on 


McKenna Ave.  From the information given below, can you work out which 


scary costume each teacher wore, the number of the house and the type of 


TREAT given by the house to avoid a TRICK! 


CCLLUUEESS??????      
--  Mr. Svarc was given a Snickers bar at a house with a number lower than the one that Mr. Stewart was at. 
- Mr. Stewart was not the teacher dressed as Minnie Mouse, who was given a Kit Kat bar. 
- Mr. Hallihan, dressed as a skeleton, visited a house numbered two less than that where Barney knocked  
   on the door. 
- Mr. Savage was at house number 13, but unluckily was not given a Mars bar. 
- Mr. Watters was not at house number 8. 
- SpongeBob was at house number 5. 
- The householder at number 11 gave out Twix bars. 


{MISSING CLUES FOR HOUSE #3, SMARTIES TREAT AND FRANKENSTEIN} 


COMPLETE  EACH OF THE FOLLOWING…    


House Number Teacher Costume Treat 
    
    
    
    
    
EXPLAIN your reasoning and show all your work below! 


 


 


 







PROBLEM #2:      Counterfeit Coin? 


 


A banker thinks she has 8 gold coins, which she has received from an Irish 
Leprechaun.  However, there are in fact only 7 gold coins because one of them is 
counterfeit.  The counterfeit coin is much lighter than the other gold coins and cannot 
be identified without using a scale balance. 
 


A)  How can you use the scale balance TWICE and be guaranteed that you have  
       correctly identified the counterfeit coin? 


(Must be clearly explained…use diagrams if needed) 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


B)  Suppose the banker had 15 gold coins with one of them being counterfeit.   
       How could she identify the counterfeit coin using… 
       (i) the scale balance as least as possible? 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


     (ii)  Are there more than one possibility?  EXPLAIN. 


 
 
 
 
 







PROBLEM #3:   Missing Phone Number? 
 


 Given the following clues, determine the missing phone number:  The 
first three digits appear in descending order with a sum of 18 and a 
product of 210.  The final four digits consist of three primes in ascending 
order surrounding a composite number in the second-to-last position.  
These four digits have a product of 336.   
 
ANSWER EACH OF THE FOLLOWING… 
 


-  What is the missing phone number?   
 


 
 
-  EXPLAIN your reasoning and show all your work below! 
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